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You can be forced on Income
Management if:

You can be forced on Income
Management if:

- Centrelink thinks you're financially
“at-risk” (or Families SA thinks you
need Income Management)
- You're under 22 and on the
Unreasonable To Live At Home rate
of Youth Allowance
- You're under 25 and exiting prison
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People on Income Management have
50-70 percent of their payment
restricted (usually through the
BasicsCard), limiting where they shop
and what they buy.

It's a heavy-handed policy that
wastes money that could be put into
more education, employment, health,
and financial-counselling services.

It’s an attack on the right to control
It’s claimed Income Management will how you spend your money. And on
improve your budgeting skills and the safety-net we all need during
ensure payment are spent on difficult times.
“essentials”.
Income Management? No, This Is
Spending Control!! A Fake Solution!!
But there’s no evidence the program
works. We think the humiliation and If you are put on Income
stress of Income Management will Management, you have options. You
make life harder for struggling have the right to appeal and have
people.
your case reviewed.
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Multiple government reports and studies The Playford “trial” has already been
show the policy:
expanded. In July 2013, two new youth
categories
of
Compulsory
Income
- Does not reduce purchases of alcohol, Management were introduced. These lead
cigarettes and soft drinks (or increase to massive increases in the number of
purchases of fresh fruit and vegetables).
people on the BasicsCard.
- Does not improve the financial skills of
clients.
We fear the Federal Government wants
- Does not reduce unemployment.
Income Management extended to other
locations and categories of people, like
“Disengaged Youth” and “Long-Term
The evidence shows that improving the Welfare Recipients”. (In 2010, Tony Abbott
lives of welfare recipients requires policies called for Income Management for all longthat empower people. That make them feel term unemployed workers.)
capable and confident, give them control
of their lives, and make them part of a Reports from October 2013 suggest the
Coalition is planning new expansions after
supportive community.
the May 2014 Federal Budget.
Compulsory Income Management does
the opposite. It humiliates people already Income Management was introduced to the
NT in 2007 as a “trial” but has lasted over
feeling hopeless and powerless.
six years, despite major opposition and NO
EVIDENCE the policy works.
WASTEFUL
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The Playford “trial” will cost an extra $4,600
ALARMING CONSEQUENCES
per person, or $4.6 million per year. What a
waste!! And there is no eivdence the policy Fears about being considered “vulnerable”
and forced onto the BasicsCard will
works!!
discourage those in very difficult situations
Think what we could do instead: more from revealing their problems to Centrelink
addiction programs, financial and personal and claiming extra assistance that they
counselling, services that build people’s desperately need.
skills, and improved access to education
Income Management could stop those
and health services.
urgently needing further support (like Crisis
And raising Centrelink payments above the Payments) from seeking it: like domestic
poverty line to make it easier for people to violence victims and people who are
homeless or at-risk of homelessness.
make ends meet.
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